
AKE in Clustered Ad Ho NetworksMaarit HietalahtiNovember 27, 2006AbstratE�ient authentiated group key establishment is the pre-requirementfor having group-wide enrypted ommuniations in wireless ad honetworks. Clustering has brought salability to ad ho networks inmany ways, now we look at its bene�ts to group key agreement. Sev-eral solutions for authentiated key establishment (AKE) in lusteredad ho networks are surveyed. A new solution for lustered AKE ispresented, one that is based on AT-GDH and the broadast groupkey protool. This new protool is found to be very e�ient with aommuniation omplexity logarithmi to the number of lusters.1 IntrodutionConstruting group wide keys in a large ad ho network is a ompliated taskthat may be unahievable due to the dynami nature of ad ho networks.Splitting the problem to piees, lustering the network, is a usual solutionsuggested for routing already in [KK77℄. Clusters are supposed to have morestable internal onnetions due to the greater amount of links between nodesin a same luster. Therefore, ontributory group keys are easier to establishand manage inside lusters. On the other hand, lusters are assumed to staytogether longer than the nodes do in average, whih makes inter-luster keyagreement more sensible. Thus, lustering may bring the neessary salabilityinto key establishment in very large networks.In ad ho networks, every pair of nodes annot reah eah other withinone hop. This issue of restrited topology, what H. Shi and M. He [SH06℄all the neighbors ommuniation problem an be solved with little help fromgraph theory. A key agreement protool (AT-GDH) using this method hasbeen presented already in [Hie01℄ and an extension with lustering will bepresented in this paper. 1



Rest of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 explains the oneptsof lustering and hierarhy, along with (non-lustered) group key agreementand some examples. Setion 3 brie�y desribes the irumstanes of an adho network environment and their e�et to the task. Setion 4 lists seurityrequirements for a group key agreement, Setion 5 goes through some existinglustered group key establishment methods and Setion 6 presents the newlustered group key agreement protool. Setion 7 onludes the paper andskethes some lines for future work.2 Bakground2.1 Clustering and hierarhial routingA luster is a olletion of nodes (geometrially) lose together. Clusters anbe formed deliberately for a ommon ause or they an form as a reationto a fator that is ommon to the nodes. A luster-head is a speial node ina luster that ats as a leader for the luster, for the purposes of routing orinitializing the luster formation, for example. Cluster-heads are not alwaysneessary, some lustering protools do not use them at all.A hierarhial struture in a network is omposed of nested groupings(lusterings) of nodes, forming a tree topology. Hierarhial strutures areoften used in routing. A route from a leaf node to another is formed via theroutes between their respetive groups. One of the �rst papers desribinghierarhial routing (in a �xed network) is �Hierarhial routing for largenetworks; performane evaluation and optimization� [KK77℄, where optimallustering strutures are determined so as to minimize the size of the rout-ing tables. The prie for this is the inrease in the average message path.However, bounds were found for the maximum inrease of path length, sothat in the limit of a very large network, enormous table size redution maybe ahieved with essentially no inrease in network path length. The perfor-mane of the proposed hierarhial routing system was evaluated in [KK79℄.A two-tier ad ho network means a hierarhial network onsisting ofonly two layers. In other words, the nodes are lustered in some way, andthe lusters an have luster-heads, but there are no nested lusterings. Two-tier networks are most ommon hierarhial strutures in the literature, asseveral layers of hierarhies are expeted to waste too many usable paths.In order to arrange into lusters, the nodes need to run a lustering algo-rithm. Many algorithms need the knowledge of the whole network topology,while others perform the omputations knowing only the neighboring nodesand their possible luster-memberships [Bas99, VN04℄.2



Clustering algorithms di�er in what types of lusters they produe. Manylustering algorithms hoose speial nodes, luster-heads, that take are ofthe luster formation and later of the maintenane of the luster [Bas99,BKL01, BHK+04, HT01, EWB87, GT95℄. Some lustering algorithms formliques, i.e., lusters where every node is at a one hop distane from everyother node [KVCP97℄. Some only require that the distane to the luster-head is one hop [HT01, EWB87, GT95℄.The role of a luster-head varies in di�erent protools. In [SM02℄ theluster-heads are not used as routers, but merely for pointing the diretionof the luster. In [VN04, LG97, GT95℄ the luster-heads are only used in theluster formation, but not in routing.The lusters are assumed to stay together longer than the nodes do inaverage. Clusters are supposed to have more stable internal onnetions dueto the greater amount of links between nodes in a same luster. When lustersform as a result of some ommon bakground, they are likely to have a lot ofinternal ommuniations as well. However, when nodes are no longer equallyimportant in maintaining onnetivity, a well-onneted node (luster-head)may beome a single point of failure, a target for attaks aimed at uttingdown the luster's onnetions to other lusters. Very deep hierarhies anredue the amount of routes, whih also leads to single weak points in thenetwork.2.2 Group key agreementThe purpose of key establishment is to reate a ommon key for a groupof two or more partiipants to be used for enryption and authentiationof their ommuniations. For two partiipants, the Di�e-Hellman key ex-hange is often the most onvenient hoie. The multi-party ase requires ageneralization of a two-way key exhange.There are distributory and ontributory group key protools. A on-tributory protool means that all partiipants take equally part in the keygeneration and guarantee for their part that the resulting key is fresh. Keydistribution, on the other hand, means that the key is generated by one partyand distributed to the other partiipants. This annot be done without thehelp of a previously agreed-on seret that is used in enrypting the new ses-sion key. There is also a method alled key pre-distribution, whereby the keyis ompletely determined by the previously agreed-on initial key material.An undireted graph is a tree, if it does not ontain any yles and isonneted, i.e., a tree is a minimally onneted graph. A rooted tree is aternary tree if all of its branh nodes have 3 or less hildren. A binary tree'sbranhes have 2 or less hildren. 3



2.3 Broadast protoolThis protool was presented by Burmester and Desmedt [BD94℄. It assumesthat every node is at a one hop distane from another. The protool isaomplished with only two broadasts.
G is a �nite yli group and g is a generator of G.1. Eah node mi selets a random exponent ri and broadasts zi = gri2. Eah node mi omputes and broadasts xi = (zi+1/zi−11)ri 3. Eah nodeomputes the session key ki = znri
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i+1 · · ·xi+n−2.2.4 TGDHTGDH [KPT00℄ uses Di�e-Hellman key exhange in binary key trees. Thedesribed struture of the results from the dynami group key operationssuh as join, leave, merge and partition. There is no initial key agreementprotool.The key struture in TGDH is very general, it an be used to desribethe key struture of any bipartite group Di�e-Hellman key agreement wherethe resulting keys are used reursively as the new exponents. For example,the key struture of the protool Hyperube [BW98℄ is the same as that ofTGDH with perfet binary tree where all leaves are at the bottom level.The Key Struture of TGDH The nodes are denoted 〈l, v〉, whih meansthe v-th node at level l in a tree. Eah node 〈l, v〉 is assoiated with thekey K〈l,v〉 and the blinded key BK〈l,v〉 = f(K〈l,v〉) where the funtion f()is modular exponentiation in prime order groups, analogous to the Di�e-Hellman protool. α is the exponentiation base, p and q prime integers. Miis the i-th group member.The keys are omputed reursively as follows:
K〈l,v〉 = (BK〈l+1,2v+1〉)

K〈l+1,2v〉 mod p
= (BK〈l+1,2v〉)

K〈l+1,2v+1〉 mod p
= αK〈l+1,2v〉K〈l+1,2v+1〉 mod p
= f(K〈l+1,2v〉K〈l+1,2v+1〉)The resulting group seret is K〈0,0〉, the root's key.[LKKR03℄ extend TGDH (Tree-based Group Di�e-Hellman) protool toimprove the omputational e�ieny by utilizing pairing-based ryptography.They use bilinear pairings in a ternary key tree whih applies to any two-party and three-party key agreement protool.4



2.5 AT-GDHAT-GDH an be used in any (onneted) network topology, with the helpof a spanning tree. A spanning tree ontains only the (one hop) links usedin initial key agreement. This avoids the neighbors ommuniation problem,as the Di�e-Hellman key exhanges are done only with one-hop neighbors.The operations propagate over the network along the spanning tree.A spanning tree an be done in several ways, literature on multiast treeonstrution and network �ooding ontain appliable solutions. Below wewill desribe one possible protool for onstruting a spanning tree wherethe node initiating the protool beomes the root. The key agreement anbegin right after the spanning tree is ready.In the initial state it is assumed that the nodes know their neighborsand that all links are two-way. The initiator sends a message to eah of itsneighbors. It thereby beomes the root of the spanning tree and its neighborsbeome its hildren. After reeiving a message, a node aknowledges it andsends a similar message to all its neighbors, exept to the parent. The nodesthat aknowledge a message from a node beome its hildren in the tree.When a node gets more than one of these messages, it aknowledges andproesses only the message that it reeives �rst, and onsequent messagesare ignored. This ontinues until every node has reeived a message. A leafis a node that does not reeive aknowledgments from any of its neighbors.The spanning tree has now been onstruted and all nodes know their parentand their hildren.All leaf nodes (nodes with no hildren) start by seleting a random seretexponent eleaf and blind it by alulating f(eleaf) = αeleaf and send the resultto their respetive parents. After a node has reeived the blinded keys fromall its hildren, they selet their exponents eparent and form Di�e-Hellman-type keys with their hildren repeatedly using the resulting key as the newexponent. For example, the key formed with hild one k1 = f(e1)
eparent isused as the parents new exponent: k12 = f(e2)

k1 The nodes do not send thesekeys to the hildren yet. The seret formed with the last hild serves as thenode's new private key, whih the node blinds and sends to its parent. Whenthis parent has reeived similar messages from all its hildren, it an repeatthe same omputation. This ontinues until the root has reeived all of itshildren's blinded keys. The root repeats the same kind of omputation asall the other parent nodes. The seret key formed thus between the root andits last hild (and all other nodes) will be the shared session key material forthe entire network. In the last phase of the protool, the blinded keys neededfor extrating the group key are propagated up the tree from the parents totheir hildren starting from the root. 5



AT-GDH is does not ontain group key management mehanisms, or au-thentiate the resulting key expliitly.3 The hallenges of an ad ho network environ-mentThe limitations of ad-ho network environment pose some drasti demandson the group key establishment protools. First, a global broadast is mostprobably out of the question, that is, it is not probable that an arbitrarynode will have diret onnetions to all other partiipant nodes. But on someoasions, a loal broadast from a node to its neighbors is feasible. Also,no �xed topology, suh as a ring or a star an be assumed. Consequently,protools requiring a spei� topology either annot be used at all or beomeine�ient.In other words, every pair of nodes annot reah eah other within onehop. The issue, what H. Shi and M. He all the neighbors ommuniationproblem an be solved with the help of graph theory. A method has beenpresented already in [Hie01℄ and a revision of it will be presented later in thispaper.The lak of infrastruture means that there are initially no third partiesthat an be trusted to alulate a random key safely and to distribute it. Alak of ommon history implies the lak of previously agreed shared serets.4 Requirements for group key establishmentIn the ontext of group key exhange, impliit key authentiation means thata prinipal an be sure that no-one outside the group an learn the key with-out the help of a dishonest partiipant. Key on�rmation means that afterthe key has been established, the partiipants are assured that all legitimatepartiipants do share the same key. As this would require many all-to-allmessages, whih may not even be possible in a sparse onnetion ad-honetwork, ahieving key on�rmation is not pratial. Expliit Key Authen-tiation means that both impliit key authentiation and key on�rmationhold, i.e., all legitimate partiipants know the key and no outsiders do.An ative adversary should not be able to mislead honest partiipants asto the �nal outome. A ompromise of past session keys should not allowa passive adversary to �nd out future session keys and should not allowimpersonation by an ative adversary in the future. Independene of longterm and short term serets is important when there is an additional long6



term seret present, for example, private keys of a publi-key algorithm orpasswords used in authentiation.5 Existing AKE shemes for lustered ad honetworksClusters, other groups and the whole network may have needs for ommonsession keys for e�ient enrypted ommuniation inside the group, for ex-ample, to seurely broadast a message. Group key systems are useful forthis too: a ommon symmetri key an be used in enrypting a messagemeant for all nodes inside a group.A generi model for key establishment in lustered ad ho networks worksalong these lines: First, nodes form lusters with some lustering method.Then a key-tree is formed from the lusters, sometimes the tree extends insidelusters, sometimes the lusters are onsidered as single verties in the tree.After this, the initial key agreement begins. Usually keys are established insubgraphs �rst, and then ombined for a whole group wide key. The Di�e-Hellman key exhange (bipartite or tripartite) is typially used reursivelyas a basis for the group keying. A group key is onstruted so that everynode an alulate it using its own seret and the blinded serets of others,or ombinations of them. In some senarios the messages are signed and keyon�rmation messages are sent for authentiation purposes.Rhee et al. present an arhiteture for key management in hierarhialmobile ad ho networks in [RPT05℄. They use impliitly erti�ed publikeys (ICPK) [G�89℄, an ID-based publi key sheme where the publi key ofeah partiipant is derived from it's identity. It provides omputationallye�ient impliit authentiation. A key on�rmation message added to thekey agreement protool makes the protool expliitly authentiated. A twolayered hierarhy is prompted by a physially two-layered network, groundnodes and unmanned aerial vehiles. The layers use di�erent key manage-ment methods, the lusters of nodes below use a entralized system, whilethe aerial vehiles use TGDH. The entralized system inside lusters is notontributory.Another hierarhial key agreement is proposed in [YRB+03℄. This is amultilevel hierarhy, where a node an have several luster keys aording tothe luster and its superlusters it belongs to. However, it is not ompletelyontributory. Keys are agreed among lusterheads on the same level andthen distributed to their respetive lusters.Hybrid key management [LYF00℄ propose a lustered key establishment,7



where eah luster selets a lusterhead that makes a key agreement withother lusterheads. After that, the lusterhead distributes the key to the lus-ter. Thus, other nodes in the luster do not ontribute to the key. Clusteringis made aording to the geometri loations of the nodes. The key agreementused an be any group key agreement protool, for example GDH [STW96℄.A luster-tree-based group key agreement ACEKA is presented in [SH06℄.ACEKA uses ternary trees with the Joux tripartite Di�e-Hellman key agree-ment [Jou00℄. There is a virtual bakbone and virtual nodes in addition tothe real nodes. ACEKA uses lusterheads and �sponsors� for management.Authentiation by signing every message using ID-based ryptography, witha variant of the ElGamal signature sheme.6 Clustered AT-GDHFirst, the network is divided into lusters with a lustering mehanism thatreates very stable lusters. Nodes in a luster are at a one hop distane fromeah other, i.e., liques. In this kind of a luster, the most e�ient groupkey agreement protool is the broadast protool by Burmester and Desmedtexplained before. It takes only two rounds of broadasts, after whih eahnode an alulate the ommon group key from its own seret exponent andthe blinded shares of others.When every luster has a ommon seret key, the lusters agree a groupkey by AT-GDH protool. Clusterhead an represent its luster and usethe luster key as it's seret exponent. After the AT-GDH protool run,lusterheads distribute the needed key parts also in their luster, so thatother nodes an also alulate the network wide group key.Now that lusterheads are not neessarily at a one hop distane from eahother, the messages need to be relayed. The nodes relaying the messages aremembers of the luster, and know the seret already. However, it a�ets theommuniation omplexity by adding extra links to the path.6.1 E�ienyThis lustered group key agreement is e�ient, beause radio onnetions aneasily reate large liques. Every lique forms a group key in two rounds, i.e.,onstant amount of rounds. The amount of AT-GDH synhronous roundsis logarithmi to the number of lusters. In the end, lusterheads broadastthe key parts in one round. The resulting ommuniation omplexity islogarithmi to the number of lusters.8



6.2 AuthentiationPreviously group key agreements, like the authentiated GDH, A-GDH, re-lied muh on the impliit key authentiation. The group key an not beonstruted without the seret share of one of the partiipants. However,Pereira and Quisquater [PQ04℄ showed that it is impossible to design a sal-able authentiated group key agreement protool on the same building bloksas A-GDH. Hene other authentiation methods are needed. Authentiationwith ID-based rypto, suh as the ICPK publi keys with key on�rmationmessages ould be used here, as it is independent of the group key establish-ment method used.7 Conlusions and Future workClustering is a versatile solution in ad ho networks, its bene�ts an be seenin routing and other operations requiring e�ient gathering and propagationof information among the network. It was seen here that lustering an alsohelp in reating a symmetri group key for fast enrypted ommuniations.Some existing solutions for lustered group key establishment were surveyedand a new protool was proposed. The luster-based extension of AT-GDHombined to the broadast group key protool turned out to be very e�ient,the number of rounds was found to be logarithmi to the number of lusters.Clustered AT-GDH ould be more e�ient with tripartite key exhangerealized with bilinear pairings as in [LKKR03℄. The form of the tree andlusters also a�ets the e�ieny of the group key establishment. Howeverthis needs more researh.In an ad ho network where nodes are mobile, a mere group key establish-ment is not always enough. The group key needs maintenane. At least thekey should be updated when nodes join or leave the network, to preserve itsontributory property. Neither AT-GDH or the lustered extension proposedhere have group key maintenane whih is outside the sope of this paperand left for future work.Referenes[Bas99℄ S. Basagni. Distributed lustering for ad ho networks. In Proeed-ings of the International Symposium on Parallel Arhitetures,Algorithms, and Networks (ISPAN), pages 310�315, Perth, Aus-tralia, June 1999. IEEE. 9
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